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Students participate in an activity where they visualize the weather transitioning from mild to severe in order to think
about what kind of weather could constitute a natural hazard. Students then read Dangerous Weather Ahead to learn
more about natural hazards and solutions that can help prevent severe damage. After students read, they use the maps
in the book to complete a notebook page about natural hazards in different parts of the United States and how people
prepare for them. At the end of the lesson, students think about where they live and use the maps to predict which
natural hazards might happen nearby. The purpose of this lesson is for students to understand that severe weather can
cause damage and to begin thinking about how people can be prepared to minimize damage.

PPrredictedicted Phenomenon:ed Phenomenon: The likely future natural hazards in a location
InInvveesstigtigativative Phenomenon:e Phenomenon: Locations of past natural hazards in the United States

StudentStudents les learn:arn:

Lesson Overview

• A natural hazard is severe weather or another natural event that can cause damage.

• There is a pattern to where different types of weather happen.
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Students read about natural hazards and how to prepare for and prevent the
damage they cause. They reflect on the location of certain natural hazards.

Instructional Guide
1. P1. Prreessentent DDangangererous Wous Weeather Aheather Aheadad.. Hold up a copy of the book and tell students that it has more information about
hurricanes, blizzards, and lightning. Add that it also talks about what people can do to be prepared for these weather
events and how to stay safe.

2. R2. Remind semind studenttudents ts to visualizo visualize as thee as they ry reead.ad. Just as students visualized the different weather scenes, they should
visualize the different natural hazards. What would the weather be like? What would it sound like? What would they be
wearing and doing? They could also visualize what they would be doing to prepare and stay safe.

33. A. Asssign psign partnerartners and diss and distributtribute booke bookss.. Distribute one copy of Dangerous Weather Ahead to each pair.

44. R. Reead pad pagagees 4–5 aloud.s 4–5 aloud. Have students follow along in their books as you read aloud. Stop at the end of page 5 to
reinforce the idea that people can prepare for natural hazards.

55. R. Reead pad pagage 6 aloud and dise 6 aloud and discuscuss map fs map feeaturaturees on ps on pagage 7e 7..

66. P. Pairairs rs reead and visualizad and visualizee.. In addition to visualizing, ask students to pause and discuss what the maps in the book
show. Circulate and offer support as necessary.

77. Intr. Introducoduce note notebook pebook pagagees 62–6s 62–633.. After students have read, have them turn to pages 62–63, Preparing for Natural
Hazards, in their notebooks. Review the directions.

1

2
READING

Partner Reading

3

Partner Reading
35
MIN

• The map shows where hurricanes have occurred and how many happened in the United States between 1851 and
2012.

• The map key (bottom right) has colors that correspond to the colors on the map, and they indicate how many
hurricanes occurred in each area. Let students know that each map in the book has a key that will help them
understand the map.
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88. O. On-the-Fly An-the-Fly Asssseesssment: Making Psment: Making Prredictions About Naturedictions About Natural Hazal Hazarards in Diffds in Differerent Lent Lococationsations.. Have students complete
the notebook pages. Circulate and offer support as necessary.

99. R. Reevieview pw pagagees 62–6s 62–63 in the not3 in the notebook.ebook. Call on a few volunteers to discuss which natural hazards are likely to happen
in the three starred states and how people living in those locations could prepare. If there is disagreement, have
students refer to the maps in the book. Do not collect the books—students will use them in the next activity.

• StStep 1: Cep 1: Compomparare this map te this map to the mapo the maps on ps on pagagees 7s 7, 1, 133, and 1, and 17 in7 in DDangangererous Wous Weeather Aheather Aheadad.. Discuss how to use
the maps to answer the questions. Read the first question about North Dakota. Point out that students will need
to look at all the maps in order to answer this question.

• StStep 2: Ansep 2: Answwer the queer the quesstions belotions below bw by checking yy checking your choicour choiceess. Y. You maou may chooy choosse more more than one anse than one answwer fer for eor eachach
quequesstion.tion. Explain that pairs should discuss their ideas before completing the page in their own notebooks.

• PPagage 6e 63: Choo3: Choosse one oe one of the sf the sttarrarred sed sttatatees and es and explain what the people who livxplain what the people who live there there ce can do tan do to pro prepeparare fe foror
naturnatural hazal hazarards that ards that are like likely tely to happen. Uo happen. Usse infe information frormation fromom DDangangererous Wous Weeather Aheather Aheadad tto help yo help you eou explain.xplain.
Emphasize that students will need to complete page 62 before they respond on page 63.
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Embedded Formative Assessment

Teacher Support
Background

About the BAbout the Book:ook: DDangangererous Wous Weeather Aheather Aheadad
Dangerous Weather Ahead is a book about weather-related natural hazards. The book introduces some of the problems
that natural hazards can cause, as well as solutions that people have designed to prepare for those problems. The book
focuses primarily on three natural hazards—hurricanes, blizzards, and lightning—and provides maps of frequency and
illustrative photographs for each. For each hazard, the text details a problem and a solution, providing photos that help
students visualize and understand the issues. Dangerous Weather Ahead conveys content about natural hazards and
provides an opportunity for a secondhand investigation as students examine the maps and think about how the maps
can be used to predict and prepare for weather-related natural hazards.

OOn-the-Fly An-the-Fly Asssseesssment 11: Making Psment 11: Making Prredictions About Naturedictions About Natural Hazal Hazarards in Diffds in Differerent Lent Lococationsations
LLook fook for:or: In this activity, students have the opportunity to apply the idea that there is a pattern to where different
natural hazards happen, and this pattern can be used to make predictions. At this point in the chapter, students should
have constructed the idea that a given natural hazard happens in a particular region. They should be using this idea and
the data in the maps to determine that North Dakota is in a region where blizzards happen; therefore, people in North
Dakota should prepare for blizzards because they are likely to happen in the future. Similarly, people in Kansas should
prepare for lightning and people in South Carolina should prepare for hurricanes. Look for students who are having
difficulty with the idea that the locations of past natural hazards can be used to predict the likelihood of future natural
hazards.

NoNow what?w what? Pull a group of students who would benefit from additional support with using existing natural hazard data
to predict future natural hazards, and lead a discussion with a different focus. Rather than having students look at
specific states on the map and predict the natural hazards that might happen, guide them in thinking about locations
where they do not think a specific natural hazard will occur. For example, open Dangerous Weather Ahead to the
hurricane map on page 7. First, discuss the key on the map, pointing out what the different colors mean and discussing
where they appear on the map. Then, ask students, “If I wanted to move somewhere in the United States and the only
thing I cared about was living somewhere with absolutely no hurricanes, where would you tell me to move?” Students
are likely to point out a place in the Pacific Northwest or the Midwest, which are white on the map indicating there are
no hurricanes. Emphasize how important it is that the place they choose has no hurricanes, and ask if they are sure.
When they say yes, ask how they know. Students should say the data shows hurricanes do not occur in the place they
indicated. Point out that they are using the pattern of past natural hazards to make their recommendations. You can
repeat this process for lightning strikes and blizzards. Then, have students return to the notebook page and, as a group,
work through analyzing the maps in the book to predict natural hazards in the three locations. Since it will be difficult
for some students to flip between three maps in the text, you may want to have three copies of Dangerous Weather
Ahead laid out, each open to a different natural hazard map.
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Instructional Suggestion

PPrrooviding Morviding More Support: Inte Support: Interprerpreting Mapeting Mapss
If students have not had a lot of practice interpreting maps, you might want to spend a few minutes talking more
generally about what each map in Dangerous Weather Ahead shows. You could discuss the cardinal directions (north,
south, east, west) and contextualize where the United States is on a world map.

Instructional Suggestion

PPrromoting Domoting Deeper Thinking: Mapeeper Thinking: Maps os of Other Naturf Other Natural Hazal Hazarardsds
Students in your class may have questions about types of natural hazards not discussed in Dangerous Weather Ahead.
These may come from students’ own experience with natural hazards, from family members or friends who have
discussed them, or from news and current events. Consider having students share other natural hazards they are
curious about. Ask them to search online for frequency maps showing these hazards. Be sure to model reading the
map’s title and key as you work as a class to interpret the maps.

Instructional Suggestion

LitLitereracacy Noty Note: Re: Releeleasase oe of Rf Reesponsibilitsponsibilityy
In this lesson, the teacher does less modeling of visualizing while reading because Dangerous Weather Ahead is the
final book in the unit. However, if you feel your students need more support with visualizing and interpreting the maps in
the book, you could read more of the book as a whole class or in small groups.

Possible Responses

InInvveesstigtigation Notation Notebookebook
PPrrepeparing faring for Naturor Natural Hazal Hazarardsds (pages 62–63)

North Dakota: blizzblizzarardsds
Kansas: lightninglightning
South Carolina: hurrichurricaneaness

One of the following would be an appropriate response on page 63:

• People in North Dakota can prepare for blizzards by getting a backup generator.

• People in Kansas can prepare for lightening by installing lightning rods and building lookout towers to watch for
forest fires.

• People in South Carolina can prepare for hurricanes by using hurricane clips and building their houses on stilts.

Weather and Climate
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62

Name: _______________________________________ Date: ________________

Weather and Climate—Lesson 4.2

Directions:
1. Compare this map to the maps on pages 7, 13, and 17 in Dangerous 

Weather Ahead.
2. Complete the sentences below by checking your choices. You may choose 

more than one answer for each sentence.

Preparing for Natural Hazards

North Dakota

South Carolina

Kansas

North Dakota: People living in North Dakota should be prepared for

 hurricanes       blizzards       lightning

Kansas: People living in Kansas should be prepared for

 hurricanes       blizzards       lightning

South Carolina: People living in South Carolina should be prepared for

 hurricanes       blizzards       lightning

© 2018 The Regents of the University of California. All rights reserved. Permission granted to photocopy for classroom use.



63

Name: _______________________________________ Date: ________________

Weather and Climate—Lesson 4.2

Choose one of the starred states and explain what the people who live 
there can do to prepare for natural hazards that are likely to happen. Use 
information from Dangerous Weather Ahead to help you explain.

I chose this state: ___________________________________________________

This is what the people who live there can do to be prepared:

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

Preparing for Natural Hazards (continued)

© 2018 The Regents of the University of California. All rights reserved. Permission granted to photocopy for classroom use.



Students read about natural hazards and how to prepare for and prevent the
damage they cause. They reflect on the location of certain natural hazards.

Instructional Guide
1. P1. Prreessentent DDangangererous Wous Weeather Aheather Aheadad.. Hold up a copy of the book and tell students that it has more information about
hurricanes, blizzards, and lightning. Add that it also talks about what people can do to be prepared for these weather
events and how to stay safe.

2. R2. Remind semind studenttudents ts to visualizo visualize as thee as they ry reead.ad. Just as students visualized the different weather scenes, they should
visualize the different natural hazards. What would the weather be like? What would it sound like? What would they be
wearing and doing? They could also visualize what they would be doing to prepare and stay safe.

33. A. Asssign psign partnerartners and diss and distributtribute booke bookss.. Distribute one copy of Dangerous Weather Ahead to each pair.

44. R. Reead pad pagagees 4–5 aloud.s 4–5 aloud. Have students follow along in their books as you read aloud. Stop at the end of page 5 to
reinforce the idea that people can prepare for natural hazards.

55. R. Reead pad pagage 6 aloud and dise 6 aloud and discuscuss map fs map feeaturaturees on ps on pagage 7e 7..

66. P. Pairairs rs reead and visualizad and visualizee.. In addition to visualizing, ask students to pause and discuss what the maps in the book
show. Circulate and offer support as necessary.

77. Intr. Introducoduce note notebook pebook pagagees 62–6s 62–633.. After students have read, have them turn to pages 62–63, Preparing for Natural
Hazards, in their notebooks. Review the directions.

1

2
READING

Partner Reading

3

Partner Reading
35
MIN

• The map shows where hurricanes have occurred and how many happened in the United States between 1851 and
2012.

• The map key (bottom right) has colors that correspond to the colors on the map, and they indicate how many
hurricanes occurred in each area. Let students know that each map in the book has a key that will help them
understand the map.
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88. O. On-the-Fly An-the-Fly Asssseesssment: Making Psment: Making Prredictions About Naturedictions About Natural Hazal Hazarards in Diffds in Differerent Lent Lococationsations.. Have students complete
the notebook pages. Circulate and offer support as necessary.

99. R. Reevieview pw pagagees 62–6s 62–63 in the not3 in the notebook.ebook. Call on a few volunteers to discuss which natural hazards are likely to happen
in the three starred states and how people living in those locations could prepare. If there is disagreement, have
students refer to the maps in the book. Do not collect the books—students will use them in the next activity.

• StStep 1: Cep 1: Compomparare this map te this map to the mapo the maps on ps on pagagees 7s 7, 1, 133, and 1, and 17 in7 in DDangangererous Wous Weeather Aheather Aheadad.. Discuss how to use
the maps to answer the questions. Read the first question about North Dakota. Point out that students will need
to look at all the maps in order to answer this question.

• StStep 2: Ansep 2: Answwer the queer the quesstions belotions below bw by checking yy checking your choicour choiceess. Y. You maou may chooy choosse more more than one anse than one answwer fer for eor eachach
quequesstion.tion. Explain that pairs should discuss their ideas before completing the page in their own notebooks.

• PPagage 6e 63: Choo3: Choosse one oe one of the sf the sttarrarred sed sttatatees and es and explain what the people who livxplain what the people who live there there ce can do tan do to pro prepeparare fe foror
naturnatural hazal hazarards that ards that are like likely tely to happen. Uo happen. Usse infe information frormation fromom DDangangererous Wous Weeather Aheather Aheadad tto help yo help you eou explain.xplain.
Emphasize that students will need to complete page 62 before they respond on page 63.
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Embedded Formative Assessment

Teacher Support
Background

About the BAbout the Book:ook: DDangangererous Wous Weeather Aheather Aheadad
Dangerous Weather Ahead is a book about weather-related natural hazards. The book introduces some of the problems
that natural hazards can cause, as well as solutions that people have designed to prepare for those problems. The book
focuses primarily on three natural hazards—hurricanes, blizzards, and lightning—and provides maps of frequency and
illustrative photographs for each. For each hazard, the text details a problem and a solution, providing photos that help
students visualize and understand the issues. Dangerous Weather Ahead conveys content about natural hazards and
provides an opportunity for a secondhand investigation as students examine the maps and think about how the maps
can be used to predict and prepare for weather-related natural hazards.

OOn-the-Fly An-the-Fly Asssseesssment 11: Making Psment 11: Making Prredictions About Naturedictions About Natural Hazal Hazarards in Diffds in Differerent Lent Lococationsations
LLook fook for:or: In this activity, students have the opportunity to apply the idea that there is a pattern to where different
natural hazards happen, and this pattern can be used to make predictions. At this point in the chapter, students should
have constructed the idea that a given natural hazard happens in a particular region. They should be using this idea and
the data in the maps to determine that North Dakota is in a region where blizzards happen; therefore, people in North
Dakota should prepare for blizzards because they are likely to happen in the future. Similarly, people in Kansas should
prepare for lightning and people in South Carolina should prepare for hurricanes. Look for students who are having
difficulty with the idea that the locations of past natural hazards can be used to predict the likelihood of future natural
hazards.

NoNow what?w what? Pull a group of students who would benefit from additional support with using existing natural hazard data
to predict future natural hazards, and lead a discussion with a different focus. Rather than having students look at
specific states on the map and predict the natural hazards that might happen, guide them in thinking about locations
where they do not think a specific natural hazard will occur. For example, open Dangerous Weather Ahead to the
hurricane map on page 7. First, discuss the key on the map, pointing out what the different colors mean and discussing
where they appear on the map. Then, ask students, “If I wanted to move somewhere in the United States and the only
thing I cared about was living somewhere with absolutely no hurricanes, where would you tell me to move?” Students
are likely to point out a place in the Pacific Northwest or the Midwest, which are white on the map indicating there are
no hurricanes. Emphasize how important it is that the place they choose has no hurricanes, and ask if they are sure.
When they say yes, ask how they know. Students should say the data shows hurricanes do not occur in the place they
indicated. Point out that they are using the pattern of past natural hazards to make their recommendations. You can
repeat this process for lightning strikes and blizzards. Then, have students return to the notebook page and, as a group,
work through analyzing the maps in the book to predict natural hazards in the three locations. Since it will be difficult
for some students to flip between three maps in the text, you may want to have three copies of Dangerous Weather
Ahead laid out, each open to a different natural hazard map.
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Instructional Suggestion

PPrrooviding Morviding More Support: Inte Support: Interprerpreting Mapeting Mapss
If students have not had a lot of practice interpreting maps, you might want to spend a few minutes talking more
generally about what each map in Dangerous Weather Ahead shows. You could discuss the cardinal directions (north,
south, east, west) and contextualize where the United States is on a world map.

Instructional Suggestion

PPrromoting Domoting Deeper Thinking: Mapeeper Thinking: Maps os of Other Naturf Other Natural Hazal Hazarardsds
Students in your class may have questions about types of natural hazards not discussed in Dangerous Weather Ahead.
These may come from students’ own experience with natural hazards, from family members or friends who have
discussed them, or from news and current events. Consider having students share other natural hazards they are
curious about. Ask them to search online for frequency maps showing these hazards. Be sure to model reading the
map’s title and key as you work as a class to interpret the maps.

Instructional Suggestion

LitLitereracacy Noty Note: Re: Releeleasase oe of Rf Reesponsibilitsponsibilityy
In this lesson, the teacher does less modeling of visualizing while reading because Dangerous Weather Ahead is the
final book in the unit. However, if you feel your students need more support with visualizing and interpreting the maps in
the book, you could read more of the book as a whole class or in small groups.

Possible Responses

InInvveesstigtigation Notation Notebookebook
PPrrepeparing faring for Naturor Natural Hazal Hazarardsds (pages 62–63)

North Dakota: blizzblizzarardsds
Kansas: lightninglightning
South Carolina: hurrichurricaneaness

One of the following would be an appropriate response on page 63:

• People in North Dakota can prepare for blizzards by getting a backup generator.

• People in Kansas can prepare for lightening by installing lightning rods and building lookout towers to watch for
forest fires.

• People in South Carolina can prepare for hurricanes by using hurricane clips and building their houses on stilts.
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62

Nombre: ____________________________________ Fecha: ________________

Las condiciones atmosféricas y el clima—Lección 4.2

Instrucciones:
1. Compara este mapa con los mapas en las páginas 7, 13 y 17 en 

Advertencia: condiciones atmosféricas peligrosas.
2. Completa las oraciones siguientes marcando tus elecciones. Puedes 

elegir más de una respuesta para cada oración.

Prepararse para los peligros naturales

Dakota del Norte

Carolina del Sur

Kansas

Dakota del Norte: La gente que vive en Dakota del Norte debe estar 
preparada para

 huracanes     nevascas     relámpagos

Kansas: La gente que vive en Kansas debe estar preparada para

 huracanes     nevascas     relámpagos

Carolina del Sur: La gente que vive en Carolina del Sur debe estar 
preparada para

 huracanes     nevascas     relámpagos

© 2018 The Regents of the University of California. All rights reserved.



63

Nombre: ____________________________________ Fecha: ________________

Las condiciones atmosféricas y el clima—Lección 4.2

Elige uno de los estados con estrella y explica qué puede hacer la gente 
que vive ahí para prepararse para los peligros naturales más probables. 
Usa información de Advertencia: condiciones atmosféricas peligrosas para 
ayudarte a explicar.

Elegí este estado: ___________________________________________________

Esto es lo que puede hacer la gente que vive ahí para estar preparada:

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

Prepararse para los peligros naturales (continuación)

© 2018 The Regents of the University of California. All rights reserved. 
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